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Abstract To explain a bimodal relapse hazard among
early stage breast cancer patients treated by mastectomy we
postulated that relapses within 4 years of surgery resulted
from something that happened at about the time of surgery
to provoke sudden exits from dormant phases to active
growth. Relapses at 10 months appeared to be surgeryinduced angiogenesis of dormant avascular micrometastases. Another relapse mode with peak about 30 months
corresponded to sudden growth from a single cell. Late
relapses were not synchronized to surgery. This hypothesis
could explain a wide variety of breast cancer observations.
We have been looking for new data that might provide more
insight concerning the various relapse modes. Retrospective
data reported in June 2010 study of 327 consecutive patients
compared various perioperative analgesics and anesthetics
in one Belgian hospital and one surgeon. Patients were
treated with mastectomy and conventional adjuvant ther-

apy. Follow-up was average 27.3 months with range
13–44 months. Updated hazard as of September 2011 for
this series is now presented. NSAID ketorolac, a common
analgesic used in surgery, is associated with far superior
disease-free survival in the first few years after surgery. The
expected prominent early relapse events are all but absent.
In the 9–18 month period, there is fivefold reduction in
relapses. If this observation holds up to further scrutiny, it
could mean that the simple use of this safe and effective
anti-inflammatory agent at surgery might eliminate most
early relapses. Transient systemic inflammation accompanying surgery could be part of the metastatic tumor seeding
process and could have been effectively blocked by perioperative anti-inflammatory agents. In addition, antiangiogenic properties of NSAIDs could also play a role. Triple
negative breast cancer may be the ideal group with which to
test perioperative ketorolac to prevent early relapses.
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Abbreviations
NSAID Nonsteroid anti-inflammatory drug
CEBH
Commission d’Ethique Biomédicale HospitaloFacultaire de l’Université catholique de Louvain
CTC
Circulating tumor cells
TNBC
Triple negative breast cancer
IL-6
Interleukin-6
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Carcinoma of the breast is one of the commonest causes of
death among women in their middle age in the westernized
countries of the world and increasing in incidence as the
resource poor countries improve their GDP and start to
emulate a ‘‘western’’ way of life. Clinicians continue to
remain perplexed that the natural history and outcome of
breast cancer remains unpredictable in spite of decades of
work describing individual and composite prognostic factors and indices. We would argue that like the weather
which used to be considered unpredictable, breast cancer
can be better understood if one applies the correct mathematical model.
As previously reported, our analysis of data from the
Milan National Cancer Institute found an unexpected
bimodal pattern of relapse hazard among 1,173 early stage
breast cancer patients treated by mastectomy [1]. Figure 1
shows Milan data for premenopausal patients and Fig. 2
shows postmenopausal patients in relapse hazard format.
There is an early peak of recurrence risk during the first
3 years of follow-up, a nadir at 50 months and a broad
second peak extending from 60 months to over 15 years.
Fifty to eighty percent of relapses, the proportion increasing with primary tumor size, reside within the first peak.
Under closer examination, the first peak consists of two
distinct groups centered at 10 and 30 months that are well
distinguishable in premenopausal patients but occur for
postmenopausal patients as well. This pattern was not
explainable by accepted theories.
Based on computer simulation, to explain the 10 month
peak we postulated that induction of angiogenesis at the
time of surgery provoked sudden exits from dormant
avascular phases to active growth and then to detection.
That mode is quite sharp and most often seen among premenopausal patients with positive nodes. We suggested the
remainder of relapses within the first 48 months to be
surgery-induced growth of previously dormant single
malignant cells. We proposed that the broad late peak
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Fig. 1 Hazard of relapse for premenopausal patients treated at
‘‘Istituto Nazionale Tumori’’ in Milan, Italy. Hazard is the number of
events that occur in a time interval divided by the number of patients
who enter that time as event free. Patients were treated by
mastectomy well before the routine use of adjuvant therapy. The
time interval in all hazard figures used here is 3 months. Average and
standard deviations are indicated as diamonds and bars. The curve
was obtained by a kernel-like smoothing procedure
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Fig. 2 Same as Fig. 1 except that these are the postmenopausal
patients

relapses result from steady stochastic progressions from
single dormant malignant cells to avascular micro-metastases and then on to growing deposits.
We are certainly not the first to notice that removing breast
tumors can sometimes accelerate disease and that this
increases with tumor size. In fact, it was apparently known by
Celsus (30BC–38AD) and Galen (131–203AD). Remarkably, surgeons 2,000 years ago were able to remove breast
tumors and many patients survived the surgery. Aulus Cornelius Celsus wrote: ‘‘First there is the cacoethes, then carcinoma without ulceration, then the fungating ulcer. None of
these can be removed but the cacoethes: the rest are irritated
by every method of cure. The more violent the operations the
more angry they grow. Some use caustics, some burning
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irons, others remove the growth with the scalpel. After
excision, even though a cicatrix is formed, it recurs, bringing
with it the cause of death, whereas at the same time, most
people, by using no violent methods to attempt the extirpation of the disease but only applying mild medications to
soothe it, protract their lives, notwithstanding the disorder, to
an extreme old age.’’ This is of course relative to the life
expectancy in those times. Galen wrote: ‘‘we have often
cured this disease in the early stages, but after it has grown to
a noticeable size no one has cured it with surgery’’ [2].
Computer simulations of the two early relapse modes
are shown in Fig. 3. Using these data and analyses, we
have been able to help explain a wide variety of previously
unpredictable breast cancer observations. These include the
high effectiveness of adjuvant chemotherapy seen in premenopausal node positive women and why mammographic
screening is more effective for women age 50–59 than for
women age 40–49.
The proposed model was further supported by the fact
that in patients given adjuvant chemotherapy targeting
proliferating cells first year (angiogenesis switching-related) recurrences and 3rd year (single cell wake up-related)
recurrences were remarkably reduced. Indeed, additional
data from Milan for patients treated with CMF adjuvant
chemotherapy (Fig. 4) provided evidence that the recurrence risk pattern of patients receiving adjuvant chemotherapy displays a single initial peak at 18–20 months and
a late peak at 60 months. Similar patterns have now been
identified in 21 independent databases from US, Europe,
and Asia.
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Premenopausal plus postmenopausal patients
Fig. 4 The result of adjuvant CMF chemotherapy. The two early
peaks in the untreated population coalesce into a single peak in this
treated population at about 20 months. Apparently CMF chemotherapy acts to produce most extensive reduction in relapse hazard in the
1st and 3rd year

The most important finding of this early work is that
something happens at or about the time of surgery to
accelerate or induce metastatic activity that results in early
relapses. These early relapses comprise over half of all
relapses. Surgery-induced angiogenesis of dormant avascular micrometastases and surgery-induced activity of
single malignant cells are implicated. Late relapses are
apparently not synchronized to the time of surgery. We
have been vigilantly looking for new data with which we
can learn more about surgery-induced tumor activity and
that perhaps will also lead to improved outcomes. As we
report here, there has been an important development.
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Fig. 3 Computer simulations of early relapse events. Hazard of
relapse for early events centered at 10 and at 30 months post-surgery
as proposed by computer simulation. Simulations included effects of
mastectomy and were based on Milan data shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
The 10 and 30 month events may be distinguished in Fig. 1 and less
clear but present in Fig. 2

In June 2010, Forget et al. [3] reported data from a retrospective disease-free survival study of 327 consecutive
patients comparing various perioperative analgesics and
anesthetics (sufentanil, clonidine, ketorolac, and ketamine)
in one Belgian hospital and one surgeon.
Approval of the Ethical Committee of St-Luc Hospital
was provided by the CEBH of the Université Catholique de
Louvain (Brussels, Belgium), Chairperson Prof Dr. J. M.
Maloteaux. Investigators were unable to obtain consent
from the patients for this retrospective study and the need
for written informed consent from participants was waived,
as accepted by the CEBH.
Patients were treated with mastectomy and conventional
adjuvant therapy. Chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and endocrine
therapy were performed according to international expert
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consensus protocols (9th and 10th St-Gallen consensus). Follow-up in that initial report was average 27.3 months with
range 13–44 months. Patients who received anti-inflammatory
drugs were compared with those who had not and their hazard
of recurrence was analyzed and compared. We now report an
independent update of those data as of September 2011.

Findings
Perioperative administration of the NSAID ketorolac, a
common surgical anti-inflammatory analgesic, was associated with significantly superior disease-free survival in
the first few years after surgery. The expected prominent
early relapse risk peak is all but absent in the 2010 ketorolac data (Fig. 5). The few events in the ketorolac group
show a small bump in the first 10 months and then slowly
rising until the 4th year when follow-up of this series ends.
After 24 months the ketorolac group hazard rate pattern is
indistinguishable from the corresponding pattern for the
no-ketorolac group. The updated analysis presented in
Fig. 6 shows the benefit appears in the 9–18 month hazards
and is of magnitude four- to six-fold, consistent with the
early report. Specifically in that 9 month period there are
three relapses in the ketorolac group compared to 15 in the
no-ketorolac patients.

Interpretation
Even with the insight of simulations, it is sometimes
impossible to determine with certainty what happened to
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Fig. 5 Forget et al. [3] data from ‘‘Universite catholique de
Louvain’’ in Brussels, Belgium. Relapse hazard is shown for
mastectomy patients given ketorolac or not. Data are smoothed as
indicated for Fig. 1. In the months 9 through 18, there were three
relapse events in the ketorolac group compared to 15 in the noketorolac group
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Fig. 6 Forget et al. data were updated September 2011 and shown in
hazard form but not smoothed as in Fig. 5. Patient data are presented
in the table. Patients included in this figure were \80 years of age,
tumor\9 cm diameter and disease-free survival [2 months. It can be
seen that relapses in months 9–18 accounted for the major difference
between ketorolac and non-ketorolac patients

each of the various relapse modes in a particular report.
However, in this case it appears that perisurgical ketorolac
is associated with a dramatic reduction of the recurrences
that, according to the proposed model, are related to the
surgery-induced metastatic activity. If this observation
holds up to further scrutiny, it could mean that the simple
use of this safe and effective anti-inflammatory agent at the
time of surgery might eliminate most early relapses.
Published along with the original Forget et al. study, an
outline of a number of possible effects of surgery and
anesthesia on cancer growth was presented by Gottschalk
et al. [4]. These include stress, immunosuppression, pain,
transfusion, inflammation, hypothermia, and a few others.
In view of the extensive literature discussing connections
and correlations between cancer growth and inflammation,
our interest was drawn toward inflammation as possibly a
key metastasis producing process.
Balkwill and Mantovani [5] writes that if genetic damage is the ‘‘match that lights the fire’’ of cancer, then
inflammation is the ‘‘fuel that feeds the flames’’ and that
inflammation affects both the survival and proliferation of
already initiated cancer cells. Since Virchow first proposed
in 1863 that tumors could originate from sites of chronic
inflammation, it has been well-established that chronic
inflammation both contributes to cancer progression and
predisposes tissue to various types of primary and metastatic cancer [6].
Based on Pascual et al. [7] data from a colon cancer
study, transient inflammation can be both local and systemic. They measured the proinflammatory cytokine
interleukin-6 (IL-6) in serum prior to surgery and in
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peritoneal fluid during surgery to establish baseline IL-6,
and again at 4, 12, 24, and 48 h and at 4 days after surgery
to determine a temporal trend. They found levels of IL-6 in
serum at *1/300 of the concentrations seen in peritoneal
fluid. Judging by their data it would seem that levels in
serum would gradually return to baseline in a week or so.
While not breast cancer surgery, we can assume that systemically and transiently something similar occurs in surgery to remove breast cancer.
The severity, timing, and local character of any particular inflammatory response, initiated by tissue damage,
depends on the cause, location and site of the area affected,
and host’s condition [8]. Inflammatory oncotaxis, a term
used to describe tumor growth at a site of inflammation, is
occasionally seen in persons with known or occult cancer
and who have local trauma [9–12]. Martins-Green et al.
[13] studied an avian system in which a virus is the carcinogenic agent. When newly hatched chicks are given
injections of Rous sarcoma virus, a tumor develops only at
the site of injection unless a wound is made a distance
away from the primary tumor where a tumor develops at
the site of wounding. They found that when inflammation
was inhibited, tumors were also inhibited; when inflammation could not be stopped, tumors developed as before.
Among different possible reasons underlying this phenomenon, perhaps the simplest is more or less mechanical.
It is well established that many cancer patients have circulating tumor cells [14, 15]. Blood flow in capillaries is
only 0.03 cm/s which would make leaky capillary venules
a very efficient way for circulating tumor cells to enter
tissue. Perhaps the transient systemic inflammation
accompanying surgery and subsequent inflammatory oncotaxis is part of the metastatic tumor seeding process. It
may be that what we previously called dormant single cells
induced into metastatic growth were at least in some cases
residing not at the site of eventual relapse. Rather, circulating tumor cells in an inflammatory environment
extravasate, resulting months later in a metastatic tumor.
Circulating tumor cells are a reality. Surgical induction of
inflammation is universal. Capillary leakage is enhanced by
inflammation. It is thereby logical to expect that an effective perisurgical anti-inflammatory strategy may affect
surgery-induced and possibly angiogenesis-mediated cancer spread.
In addition, the hypothesis that decreasing the inflammatory response to the surgical maneuver could interfere
with the angiogenesis switch of avascular micrometastases
is not outlandish. A few hypotheses can be put forward,
including, but not limited to, the following.
At steady-state conditions in adult mammals, most
endothelial cells are quiescent and are believed to contribute to organ homeostasis and tumor dormancy [16].
However, in response to inflammation the upregulation and

release of factors stimulating endothelial cells to proliferate
could also induce endothelial cells to secrete specific
cytokines that reciprocally support the regeneration of
normal and malignant stem cells. In this regard, activation
of the so called ‘‘vascular niche’’ will stimulate tumor
growth [17]. Therefore, the angiogenesis switch would
result from the interaction of tumor cells and the vascular
niche influenced by surgery, resulting in the dormancy
interruption. If so, reducing inflammation could result in
impairment of the dormant foci wake up process [18].
Tissue lesions induce mobilization of bone marrowderived cells that are capable of responding to chemoattractant signals from various organs, where they undergo
a homing process and where they release several chemokines [19]. This phenomenon is prominent during neovascularization of wounded tissues via direct or paracrine
activity inducing capillary formation. Bone marrowderived cells may play an important role in tumor angiogenesis [20]. Reducing inflammation induced by primary
tumor surgical removal could interfere with these processes
and thus with metastasis development.
A common basis of the above-mentioned processes is cell
trafficking, a main regulator of which is the SDF1-CXCR4
axis that is also involved in tumor cell trafficking [19].
NSAIDs may interfere with SDF1 levels via the pathway
COX-2 ? PGE ? SDF-1, thus resulting in impairment of
processes underlying metastasis development.
It cannot be excluded that all the above-mentioned
machineries could act together. It has been recently
reported in an animal model, where mice with s.c.
implantation of Lewis Lung Carcinoma were subjected to
an operative injury, that surgery induced the release of
cytokines/chemokines and mobilized bone marrow-derived
cells [21]. These mobilized cells were then recruited into
tumor tissue with concomitant enhancement of angiogenesis, thereby accelerating tumor growth. Furthermore,
blocking recruitment of bone marrow stem cells by disrupting SDF/CXCR signals completely negated the accelerated tumor growth.
Lastly, it cannot be ruled out that the reduced recurrence
risk for patients receiving ketorolac may be attributed, at
least in part, to the reduced usage of opioids for pain
management with ketorolac but more likely its antiangiogenic properties [22–24].
A more indirect effect of ketorolac on metastasis
development might be hypothesized when circulating
tumor cells are considered. Data from Pachmann show a
surge in circulating epithelial cells after primary breast
cancer surgery, but intriguingly, that surge occurs 3–7 days
after surgery [25]. Such a delayed increase in what may be
circulating tumor cells after breast cancer surgery was also
reported by Daskalakis et al. [26]. This phenomenon recalls
the surge of bone marrow-derived cells elicited by tissue
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damage (e.g., myocardial infarction) [27]. It further suggests that tumors may share physiological mechanisms
with normal tissues and, moreover, that inhibiting the
inflammatory process might reduce late metastases as well,
an occurrence not evidenced by the Forget et al. study but
might be seen in a recent report of daily use of aspirin [28].
Figure 7 shows a schematic description of what we
suspect to be the mechanisms governing metastatic relapse
from early breast cancer. Are the missing early relapses
never to happen or are they merely postponed to become
late relapses? Whatever their source and shedding timing,
cancer cells in circulation may have half life of a few days
or less. Unless injected into more hospitable surroundings
such as tissue, these cells will likely harmlessly die off.
These data and our analysis suggest that at least for some
patients the early relapses apparently avoided in the Forget
et al. data do not show up later.
We now turn our attention to methods of testing this new
hypothesis. Animal studies would be very important,
however, we think this should be tested prospectively in a
clinical trial. The next question that arises is what patient
group would be a good candidate for a trial. Most breast
cancer clinical trials, at least in the US, focus on distinct
patient subgroups based on recurrence risk levels. The
triple negative subgroup attracted our attention for several
reasons. Lacking markers that strongly suggest that there is
benefit of targeted therapy (HER2, ER, and PgR), triplenegative breast cancer (TNBC) is looked upon by

Fig. 7 Symbolic description of
proposed explanations for
Forget et al. data. Early relapses
are assumed to be related, at
least in part, to the inflammatory
process due to primary tumor
surgical removal, directly or
indirectly eliciting peritumoral
endothelial cell proliferation. A
few possible mechanisms are
explained. a Angiogenic factors,
like VEGF and bFGF, are
directly released or even
produced via IL-6. b Bone
marrow-derived CXCR-4
positive cells, acting both on
tumor foci and on the
inflammatory process, are
mobilized by SDF-1 directly
released or even produced via
COX-2. Perioperative Ketorolac
would restrict both endocrine
and cellular pathways, thus
impairing the metastatic
process. CTC refers to
circulating tumor cells
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clinicians as a ‘‘bad tumor’’ with high recurrence rate in
spite of adjuvant chemotherapy. That pessimistic viewpoint
seems justified since TNBC has approximately 10 %
incidence but accounts for 20 % of mortality in breast
cancer.
We had access to a TNBC database from Milan that we
analyzed with our hazard methods. The relapse hazard
(Fig. 8) looks remarkably similar to the no-ketorolac group
in the Forget et al. study reported above and shown in
Fig. 5. TNBC therefore appears to be the ideal study group
with which to test benefit of perioperative ketorolac in a
clinical trial.
As noted by Wallace et al. [29], the racial disparity in
breast cancer outcome is due primarily to deaths within the
first few years after diagnosis providing an additional
motivation to test at the earliest opportunity what we report
here.

Summary and conclusions
Our previous findings were that most relapses occurring
within 4 years may be induced by the effects of breast
cancer surgery. We now report that perioperative non-steroid anti-inflammatory agents appear to abrogate the early
hazard of recurrence.
This suggests at least some of the early relapse events
are related to transient systemic inflammation that may
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Fig. 8 Hazard data from a Milan database for 121 TNBC patients
with 10–11 years follow up. There are 50 relapse events within
5 years of surgery. The general similarity of these hazard data to
Forget et al. data for no-ketorolac patients leads to the suggestion that
TNBC may be the ideal study group with which to test perioperative
ketorolac

involve the switch of avascular micrometastases to neoangiogenesis via a number of possible mechanisms, a few
of which are outlined above. ‘‘Something for nothing’’
rarely if ever happens in cancer therapy. High priority
should be given to test this hypothesis in a randomized trial
as it is implementable regardless of state of socio-economic
development because expensive drugs, modern imaging
facilities and advanced pathology services are not particularly relevant to implementing this simple change.
Such verification of the Forget et al. findings could be
relatively simple to pursue by piggy-backing on another
randomized trial in early stage breast cancer, in particular
addressing treatments for TNBC. In the retrospective
analysis by Forget et al., the differences in relapse hazard
are strong and occur within the first 2 years after surgery so
we should find out in a relatively short time if these data
are confirmed.
While there is much worthwhile interest in personalized
cancer treatment, that may not be the only way to solve the
early relapse problem nor would it ever be affordable in the
resource poor parts of the globe.
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